Abstract-Members of a team are able to coordinate their actions by anticipating the intentions of others. Achieving such implicit coordination between humans and robots requires humans to be able to quickly and robustly predict the robot's intentions, i.e. the robot should demonstrate a behavior that is legible. Whereas previous work has sought to explicitly optimize the legibility of behavior, we investigate legibility as a property that arises automatically from general requirements on the efficiency and robustness of joint human-robot task completion. We do so by optimizing fast and successful completion of joint human-robot tasks through policy improvement with stochastic optimization. Two experiments with human subjects show that robots are able to adapt their behavior so that humans become better at predicting the robot's intentions early on, which leads to faster and more robust overall task completion.
I. INTRODUCTION
We humans are very good at anticipating the intentions of others from their actions, and at adapting our own actions accordingly. Many studies have shown that the capability of anticipatory action improves team work and is a natural expectation of humans [1] . If you move an open bottle in my direction, I will place my glass in an appropriate position for you to pour. If you reach for the screwdriver, I will lift the shelf to hold it in place for you. By monitoring the actions of others and inferring their intentions, a human can predict and preemptively initiate the appropriate complementary actions without the need for verbal communication [2] , [3] , [4] . Furthermore, it has been shown that humans unconsciously change their behavior, for instance the speed of task execution, to improve coordination [5] .
Achieving such implicit, non-verbal coordination between robots and humans will greatly improve the efficiency of human-robot collaboration. The seamless integration of the complementary skills of humans (dexterity, task knowledge, flexibility) and robots (speed, strength, precision, repeatability) will have a huge impact on applications ranging from industrial manufacturing to assistance and medical robots [6] . Enabling robots to automatically recognize human intentions is an important aspect of this vision, and an active field of research [7] . But, on the other hand, how can robots make their own behavior easier to interpret for humans? How can robots improve the legibility of their behavior? Illustration of the button pressing experiment, where the robot reaches for and presses a button. The human subject predicts which button the robot will push, and is instructed to quickly press a button of the same color when sufficiently confident about this prediction. By rewarding the robot for fast and successful joint completion of the task -which indirectly rewards how quickly the human recognizes the robot's intention and thus how quickly the human can start the complementary action -the robot learns to perform more legible motion. The three example trajectories above illustrate the concept of legible behavior: it enables correct prediction of the intention early on in the trajectory.
One option is to tailor robot controllers to be legible in specific task contexts, for instance to facilitate handing over an object [8] , [9] , [10] , [11] . This involves understanding and modelling how humans interpret actions, and implementing controllers based on this knowledge. Explicit task-specific encoding of intention prediction has also been used to coordinate robot soccer players [12] , [13] .
Dragan et al. [14] take a different approach, by providing a general-purpose definition of legibility: how probable is a goal, given a partially observed trajectory? Higher legibility implies earlier divergence of probabilities for different goals. They also clearly formalize the difference to predictability: what is the most probable trajectory, given knowledge of the goal? Although legibility and predictability are general measures, they are based on cost functions which are tailored to specific task contexts. It is a non-trivial task to adapt this cost function to novel task contexts, and especially to different (classes of) users. Robots are able to generate legible behavior by optimizing the legibility measure off-line through functional gradient optimization [15] .
Rather than defining legibility as an explicit property to be optimized, we investigate legibility as an emergent adaptive property of robots who are rewarded for efficiently cooperating with humans. Our approach is based on modelfree reinforcement learning, where the robot iteratively improves its legibility through trial-and-error interaction with a human. This approach has the advantage that no assumptions about the task or the human must be made, and the robot automatically adapts its legibility to the user preferences during the interaction. We evaluate our approach both in simulation and in two user studies with a humanoid robot, one of which is depicted in Fig. 1 .
An important component of legibility is that human motions are highly stereotypical. For instance, Glasauer et al. [21] showed that the trapezoidal joint velocity profiles used in industrial robotics are more difficult to predict than the minimum-jerk profiles that are typical for humans. Our work, as that of Dragan et al. [14] , [15] rather focuses on the question: "How can I deviate from the stereotypical behavior such that it contains information that enables an observer to quickly infer my intentions?"
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. In the next section, we describe the generic reinforcement learning algorithm used to optimize behavior. In Section III and IV we then present our simulation experiment and user study, including the relevant cost functions and results. We conclude with Section V
II. MODEL-FREE REINFORCEMENT LEARNING
The key idea in this paper is that legibility of robot behavior need not be defined and optimized explicitly, but that it arises automatically if joint task execution is penalized for not being efficient. In particular, this behavior should arise from direct interaction with users, so as to tailor the legibility to specific user preferences.
As we need to optimize a cost function, but do not have models of individual users, we formulate the problem as a model-free reinforcement learning problem. We describe the generic reinforcement learning algorithm and policy representation used in this paper.
A. Policy Improvement through Black-Box optimization
Policy improvement is a form of model-free reinforcement learning, where the parameters θ of a parameterized policy π θ are optimized through trial-and-error interaction with the environment. The optimization algorithm we use is PI BB , short for "Policy Improvement through Black-Box optimization" [17] . It optimizes the parameters θ with a twostep iterative procedure. The first step is to locally explore the policy parameter space by sampling K parameter vectors θ k from the Gaussian distribution N (θ, Σ), to execute the policy with each θ k , and to determine the cost J k of each execution. This exploration step is visualized in Fig. 2 , where N (θ, Σ) is represented as the large (blue) circle, and the samples J k=1...10 are small (blue) dots.
The second step is to update the policy parameters θ. Here, the costs J k are converted into weights P k with Fig. 2 . Illustration of the PI BB algorithm on a simple cost function J(θ) = θ (without policies). Left: iterative updating of the parameters, where the exploratory samples for the first iteration are shown. Right: mapping the costs J k to weights P k for the first iteration. The algorithmic parameters are K = 10, λ = 0.7.
, where low-cost samples thus have higher weights. For the samples in Fig. 2 , this mapping is visualized to the right. The weights are also represented in the left figure as filled (green) circles, where a larger circle implies a higher weights. The parameters θ are then updated with reward-weighted averaging θ ←
Exploration is decreased after each iteration Σ ← λΣ with a decay factor 0 < λ ≤ 1. The updated policy and exploration parameters (red circle in Fig. 2 ) are then used for the next exploration/update step in the iteration. Despite its simplicity, PI BB is able to learn robot skills efficiently and robustly [17] . Alternatively, algorithms such as PI 2 , PoWER, NES, PGPE, or CMA-ES could be used, see [16] , [18] for an overview and comparisons.
B. Policy Representation
The policy π θ itself is implemented as a dynamical movement primitive (DMP) [19] . DMPs combine a closed loop controller (a spring-damper system with rest point g) with an open loop controller (a function approximator) to generate goal-directed movements. DMPs are convenient for our experiments, as they ensure convergence towards a goal g, whilst allowing the trajectory towards this goal to be adapted by changing the parameters θ of the function approximator used inside the DMP. The function approximator we use is a radial basis function network with 3 basis functions. The policy parameters θ thus correspond to the weights of the basis functions. The output of the DMP is the angular position of the joints of the robot. Our approach does not hinge on the use of DMPs as a policy representation, and we refer to [19] for details.
III. SIMULATED EXPERIMENTS
Before turning to the user studies, we first verify that trajectory legibility can emerge by optimizing time efficiency in joint tasks in simple simulated environments. We do so with two experiments: 1) We simulate an 'intention recognizer' -based on the legibility measure defined by Dragan et al. [14] -and give higher rewards (lower penalties) to the robot if the intention recognizer recognizes the intention earlier.
2) We use another intention recognizer, but it does not use the legibility measure.
We are not interested in quantitative differences between the solutions the methods generate, but rather the fact that they are able to generate the same qualitative results in the first place. These experiments are a proof-of-concept that legible behavior may emerge even if the legibility measure is not explicitly encoded in the cost function. Thus, our approach can also -as we show in the user studies -be used by robots to (implicitly) optimize their legibility for humans, who are 'intention recognizers' whose cost function is not objectively accessible.
Experimental Design. The design is the same for all experiments. The start position of the movement is always the same, and there are two targets, cf. Fig. 3 . We run two optimizations, in which one target is the goal and the other the distractor, and vice versa. The 2D trajectories are generated by a 2D DMP with 6 basis functions, and the initial weights are all set to zero, leading to a straight line towards the goal. The algorithmic parameters of PI BB are Σ = 5I K = 10 and λ = 0.95.
A. Experiment 1: Optimizing Recognition Time (Based on Legibility)
In the work of Dragan et al. [15] , a functional gradient algorithm is used to directly optimize the legibility measure along the trajectory. We have reproduced one of their example results ( Fig. 1 from [15] ) in Fig. 3 . In Experiment 1, we provide a less informative measure: the time at which this probability exceeds a certain threshold. Why use a less informative measure? Because we can objectively measure it in human subjects, whereas explicitly modeling legibility measures for humans is difficult, and needs to be adapted to each individual.
Cost Function. We compute a predictor using the Eq. 4 from [15] which estimates the probability of a goal given part of a trajectory. To evaluate the decision time, we compute the evolution of the probability of each goal through time.
with p(ξ 0...t |G h ) from Eq. 8 of [14] and ξ 0...t being the trajectory up to time t. We then normalize the probabilities to 1 across all goal hypotheses. A goal is predicted as being the targeted one when its probability exceeds a threshold β. The response time of the human is the first time t that p t (G h ) exceeds β.
The cost function is defined as the response time of the user. The earlier the reply, the better the legibility. If an incorrect goal is predicted, the cost is set to a high value, here 20. We also add a term that penalizes high jerk trajectory.
Results. The resulting trajectories (Fig. 3 ) confirm that optimizing a proxy cost function -the time for an 'intention recognizer' to estimate the intended goal -can lead to similar trajectories as when optimizing directly for legibility. Fig. 1 in [15] . The initial trajectories are the straight dashed lines between the start and the two goals, the thick black lines is the result after optimization. Intermediate policies during optimization are plotted in gray.
B. Experiment 2: Optimizing Recognition Time (Not Based on Legibility)
Although in Experiment 1 the cost only considered the time at which the goal intention was recognized confidently, it still used the measure of legibility to perform this recognition. In this experiment, we use an ad-hoc cost function that does not use the legibility measure from [15] . Our aim is to show that if ad-hoc cost functions (which mimic the prediction time of a human) lead to similar trajectories than previous works considering an explicit definition of legibility (e.g. [15] ), then our approach is applicable to human subjects.
Cost function. As in Experiment 1, this cost function observes the trajectory time step by time step. A (partial) trajectory is modeled as a Gaussian process between the x and y coordinate [20] . The Gaussian process uses a Gaussian kernel with maximum variance σ 2 =0.25 and length l=1.0. Using Gaussian process regression, we estimate the mean µ and variance σ of x for the y-coordinates of the goal and the distractor. Given these means and variances, we compute the conditional probability that the trajectory will pass through the goal. If this probability > 0.9, the intention is correctly recognized. The time at which this recognition occurs is the cost. The main aim of this implementation is to demonstrate that an 'ad hoc' intention recognizer, not based on the formal concept of legibility, enables legible behavior to be generated. Although this recognizer models and approximates human intent recognition, the optimization algorithm does not have access to this model.
Results. The same general trend of exaggerated movements away from the distractor are visible. Thus, legible behavior can also be generated with cost functions involving only time, without any underlying concept of legibility.
C. Discussion
These results demonstrate that A) legible behavior may arise if only recognition time is used as a cost function. B) model-free stochastic optimization is able to optimize this cost function, without requiring a model of the 'intention recognizer'. This makes our approach applicable to human subjects, as we demonstrate in the next section.
IV. ROBOT EXPERIMENTS WITH HUMAN SUBJECTS
We perform two experiments with human subjects. In Experiment A, the task consists in pressing two corresponding buttons. First the robot decides on a button to press and then the subject needs to press the corresponding button as soon as possible; subjects are to press a button of the same color. In Experiment B, the task consists in selecting a button based on the location a robot will deposit a bottle. First the robot decides on a target location to put a bottle after grasping it, the subject needs to press the button corresponding to the location of the target location before the robot grasps the bottle.
In both experiments the time taken by the user to press the button is used as the main cost of the collaborative task. In practice if the motion of the robot is more informative then the subject will be able to predict sooner the target of the robot.
Both experiments follow the same protocol. The subject is instructed to press the corresponding button as soon as he understand the intention of the robot. All experiments start with an habituation phase of 32 trials where the robot performs always the same trajectory for the same task. This phase allows the subject to get used to the robotic motions, and practice the prediction and button pressing. Preliminary results indicate that 32 trials are sufficient for habituation. The recognition time at the end of this phase is a baseline on which we will evaluate the improvement that the robotic optimization gave for the shared task.
After habituation, we start the optimization phase of 96 trials with the PI BB algorithm as presented in Sec. II, during which the robot executes variations of the movement by exploring policy parameter space. The two DMPs are optimized in two separate optimization processes. The parameters of PI BB are K = 8 (trials per update), Σ = 5I (initial exploration magnitude) and λ = 0.9 (exploration decay).
We recruited 20 volunteers among INRIA staff, PhD students in computer science, and under-grad students of cognitive science. Among them 13 participated to Experiment A (9 starting from initial trajectories and 4 starting from previously optimized trajectories) and 7 to Experiment B.
A. Experiment A: Joint button pressing
In this task, the robot reaches for and presses one of two buttons. The subject is instructed to press a button of the same color as early as possible, whilst avoiding mistakes, i.e. pressing another button than the robot intended to. We used the set-up presented in Fig. 1 , where the subject sits in front of the robot.
The two initial policies, i.e. one for each button, have been recorded through programming by demonstration, as described in [19] . The starting position is the same and the path to each button is straight. Thus trajectories are hard to differentiate in the first part of the movement.
Cost function. The cost function consists of three components: Efficiency: The time taken by the human and the robot to press their respective buttons from the onset of the robot's movements, T robot + T subject . Robustness: Whether the subject pressed the same button as the robot (δ buttons =0) or not (δ buttons =1). γ is an arbitrary high cost, it was set to 20 in this experiment. Energy: The sum over the jerk (third derivative of the joint position, α ... q ti ) at each time step i in the trajectory. α is a scaling factor chosen such that the cost of the jerk is about 1/20 of the total cost in the initial trajectories.
Note that this cost function does not contain a direct measure of legibility. Our hypothesis is that legibility can arise by penalizing efficiency and robustness only, which are only indirect measures of legibility.
Results. For illustration purposes, the top graph of Fig. 4 shows a learning session for one of the subjects. The xaxis corresponds to the number of trials, and the y-axis to the time between the onset of the robot's movements and the pushing of the button by the human, which we denote "prediction time". Individual trials are depicted as circles or crosses corresponding to successful predictions of the robot's intentions or "prediction errors" respectively. For this subject, we see that during the initial habituation phase, prediction times drop from ≈ 3s to ≈ 2.5s. After the optimization phase the prediction time is reduced further. This reduction is not due to the subject quickly pushing random buttons, because the error rate does not increase (crosses indicate prediction errors, i.e. pressing the wrong button).
The center graph in Fig. 4 shows the prediction times averaged over all 9 subjects. To allow comparison between subjects without introducing variance due to the natural overall differences in their prediction time, we normalized their results by their intrinsic prediction times, computed as the average of their last 8 prediction times in the habituation phase. Finally, the bottom graph in Fig. 4 shows the number of prediction errors per block of 8, averaged over all subjects. During optimization the execution time drops by 20%, without leading to significantly more prediction errors, i.e. execution time does not decrease because humans are simply guessing.
However, the number of errors slightly increases at the beginning of the optimization phase. This is probably due to the sudden variability in the robot trajectories. Indeed, after 32 trials, the robot starts exploring the parameter space. As a result, two successive trajectories might look different while aiming at the same target and the error rate is thus likely to increase. Soon enough, the co-adaptation between the human and the robot takes place and the error rate decreases.
The box-plots at the top of Fig. 5 highlight the statistics of the normalized prediction times at important transitions during learning: the start (trial 1 to 8), the last trials of the habituation phase (25-32), the first trials of the optimization phase (33-40), and the final trials (121-128). We observe a substantial (20%) and significant (p = 5.3e −8 , Wilcoxon signed-rank test) drop in prediction time between the end of the habituation phase (25-32) and the end of the optimization Results for Experiment A. Top) Prediction times of an example subject during learning. Middle) Average and standard deviation (µ ± σ) over the normalized prediction times of the 9 subjects. Bottom) Number times the incorrect button was pushed, averaged over 9 subjects. The start of the optimization phase is indicated by the vertical dashed line.
(121-128). The small decrease during the habituation phase is also significant (p = 0.001), indicating that initial trajectories are different. Yet, the prediction time is further improved by 20% after the optimization showing that initial trajectories are not differentiable as early as optimized ones. Do subjects learn quicker when starting with policies that have been optimized previously with another subject? To analyze this, we ran the same experiment as above with another 4 more subjects, but started the habituation phase with policies resulting from optimization with other subjects. The results are plotted in the lower graph in Fig. 5 . Please note that prediction times are again normalized with respect to trials 25-32, i.e. the second box plot in each row. In contrast to the previous experiment, the decrease in prediction time is still significant during habituation (p = 0.0003), but not during optimization (p = 0.427). This suggesting the trajectories optimized with another subject are sufficiently separable to be differentiate by a new human in only a few iterations, and cannot be optimized further.
The (unnormalized) prediction times at the end of the habituation phase is significantly lower (p < 0.001, MannWhitney U-test) when starting with pre-optimized trajectories than using the initial straight approach. Interestingly, at the end of the optimization phase the prediction times are not significantly different (p = 0.93). 5 . Box plots for the normalized prediction times, averaged over all subjects, and blocks of 8 trials. Top) Experiment with 9 subjects, with initial trajectories, as in Fig. 4 . Bottom) Experiment with 4 subjects, when using previously optimized trajectories from the beginning.
Finally, we must ensure that the global task is executed more efficiently, and that the robot is not reducing human prediction time by, for instance, dramatically increasing energy consumption. Fig. 6 shows the evolution of each component of the cost function for Exp. A and for both initial conditions. It confirms that the global cost is effectively decreased and that the human prediction time has the most impact during the optimization process. Interestingly, the robot time also decreases slightly. The jerk component slightly increases over time, indicating that trajectories with more pronounced features are generated. Discussion. The algorithm presented improves humanrobot collaboration by producing motions that subjects find easier to predict. By penalizing errors and the joint execution time, the robot learns policies that enable the human to distinguish the robot's intentions earlier without more errors. New subjects are able to quickly read intentions from robot behavior that has been optimized for another subject. Optimized behavior is thus transferable to other subjects.
B. Experiment B: Pick-and-place
In the second task, the robot reaches for and grasps a single object. After grasping the object, the robot has to place it inside one of two boxes located on each side (see Fig. 7 ). The 7 subjects are instructed to press the button corresponding to the aimed box as early as possible while avoiding mistakes. To improve the task, the subject must predict which side the object will be moved to and press the corresponding button. This experiment differs from the joint button task because the motions to approach the object are initially identical for both outcomes, guessing before that point results in 50% chances of success. As the robot aims at eliciting an early response from the subject, differentiating the approach motion is necessary to improve joint coordination. Thus, our hypothesis is that at the end of the optimization phase, the subject should be able to predict the robot's intention before it even grasps the object.
Cost function. We use the same cost function as in the previous experiment, with γ again set to 20, and α chosen as in previous experiment.
Results. As in the previous experiment, Fig. 8 summarizes the results by showing the results for one example subject (top), the average prediction times over all 7 subjects (middle), and the number of errors (bottom).
The results for the example subject show that during the habituation phase, this subject waits for the robot to actually start moving the object (approx. 14s) towards the box to predict the ultimate goal. Because the initial trajectories for each box are identical during habituation, apparent guessing before that point results in an error rate of 50%. When the optimization starts however, the two trajectories start distinguishing themselves and there is co-adaptation between the robot and the human on the intent of each trajectory. After some trial and error, the prediction time of the human drops to a consistent 1.5s, which implies that the trajectories for the left or right box already differ early on. Despite such early decisions, this subject has almost no prediction errors (only one in the last 70 trials). In comparison to the previous task, the improvements due to optimizing are more pronounced.
The prediction times have a bimodal distribution. Subjects either wait until the robot starts transporting the object, or make a prediction early on during the reaching phase. Rather than averaging over this bimodal distribution data, Results for Experiment B. Top) Prediction times of an example subject during learning. Middle) Ratio of late prediction times (see threshold in top plot), averaged over the 7 subjects. Bottom) Number times the incorrect button was pushed, averaged over 7 subjects. The start of the optimization phase is indicated by the vertical dashed line.
we compute the ratio of early/late prediction times, averaged over blocks of 8 trials and all 7 subjects. The threshold is the average over all the prediction times for one subject. In the middle graph, we see that the late prediction ratio decreases from [0.8-1.0] during the habituation phase to <0.05 at the end of the optimization phase. Furthermore, this early prediction is not accompanied by an increase in the number of errors, as the bottom graph shows. Thus, the robot learned behaviors that enabled subjects to predict the correct box before the grasp was even performed.
Because the robot's reaching behavior is the same for both boxes during the habituation phase, subjects can expect a 50% error rate when pressing the button when the robot is still reaching. The increase in the ratio of late predictions and the decrease of errors during the habituation phase may indicate that subjects learn that early guesses lead to errors, and should thus be avoided.
Finally, Fig. 9 confirms that the global cost is effectively reduced and that the human prediction time is dramatically reduced by the optimization process. We note that the robot only grasps the object once the trajectory is finished, hence the constant cost (DMPs are of fixed duration). The jerk component slightly increases over time, indicating more pronounced trajectories are performed. Discussion. During habituation, subjects must wait for the robot to transport the object before being able to robustly predict its intention. After optimization however, all subjects are able to predict the intention of the robot very early on during the reaching phase, when the robot has not yet grasped the object. Experiment B thus confirms the observations in Experiment A, that earlier intention recognition is achieved, but without an increase in errors.
V. CONCLUSION
The main contribution of this paper is to demonstrate that robots are able to autonomously adapt their behavior so that humans recognize the robot's intentions early and robustly, and that robots are able to do so without a model of how humans predict motion intentions, or knowledge of the concept of legibility. Achieving this with our approach hinges on two steps. The first is to define a cost function that penalizes efficiency (joint execution time), robustness (task errors), and energy (jerk); these are generic measures, as illustrated by the fact that we used the exact same cost function for the two very different tasks in Section IV. The second is to use a model-free optimization algorithm, such as PI BB , to efficiently optimize this cost function through trial-and-error interaction of the robot with the human. We thus provide a generic approach for improving human-robot collaboration, where legible behavior is a side-effect of generic, easy to specify cost measures.
A limitation of our work, as for all model-free optimization approaches, is that novel tasks or substantial changes to a task require re-optimization of the policies.
An open question, also raised by Dragan et al. [15] , [14] , is: which aspects of legibility are universal, and which are specific to individual humans? Although we have shown that optimized policies are sufficiently different to elicit earlier responses from subjects which never interacted with the robot before (Fig. 5) , we clearly cannot claim that the behavior generated by the robot are universally legible. Also, to which extent can legibility be separated from coadaptation? To which extent did the robot's behavior truly become generally legible, and to which extent did the user learn to recognize idiosyncratic robot behavior that arose from exploration? In our future work, we will investigate these questions, for instance by having different subjects alternatively interacting with the robot during the same optimization process. Nevertheless the importance of coadaptation cannot be dismissed in any complex learning robot that interacts with humans.
